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California’s National Parks Make for Amazing Road Trips, Notes Van Rental
Center

Commenting on a recent article, Van Rental Center notes that easy to reach hiking trails in
Southern California’s national parks are inspiring many to go on road trips with family and
friends.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) September 07, 2016 -- In honor of 100 years of national parks, three Southern
California hiking trails are featured in an August 26 articlepublished on the Los Angeles Daily News. Van
Rental Center notes that travelers can enjoy the gorgeous views and accessible hikes in the company of larger
groups with the help of multi-passenger rental vans. The Los Angeles rental center goes on to note that renting
reliable and top-notch passenger vans can make outings to Southern California’s national parks more enjoyable.
Van Rental Center notes that multi-passenger rental vans can provide a variety of benefits to travelers, such as:

Reliability - Van Rental Center notes that a reliable high-performing vehicle is extremely valuable, especially in
Southern California, where lengthy travel times are a fact of life. Reaching destinations in a timely manner
without having to stop for unexpected maintenance not only allows travelers to have more time to enjoy their
road trip adventures, but it also creates a vastly more stress-free experience. Van Rental Center adds that, with
the help of a well maintained rental vehicle, passengers and drivers alike can truly enjoy the sights of Southern
California’s breathtaking scenery.

Plenty of Options - When it comes to traveling in larger groups, having multiple rental vehicle options can
make planning a trip much easier. Van Rental Center notes that travelers can benefit from a variety of multi-
passenger vehicle options, such as a Ford Transit XLT 15 passenger van, that can fit a large group comfortably.
Moreover, smaller groups that are nevertheless in need of more cargo space during their travels can also benefit
from extremely spacious, durable, and reliable cargo van rentals.

More Fun - The Los Angeles based van rental agency notes that in addition to convenience, passenger space
and reliability, renting a van for any excursion can enhance the road trip experience. Unlike any other means of
travel, renting a multi-passenger van allows the adventure-seeker and their passengers to be right within reach
of nature and the amazing views that Southern California’s national parks have to offer.

Van Rental Center concludes by noting that their premier Los Angeles based van rental agency has been the
preferred choice for many travelers in Southern California and beyond for several years. Readers interested in
learning additional information about the high performing and extremely spacious fleet of vans available for
rent at Van Rental Center are welcome to call the agency at (310) 568-8230 or can visit them online at
www.VanRentalCenter.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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